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CAA threatens to occupy dean's office
BY BARBARA STAPLES

If Arts and Sciences Dean Gordon C.
ds
Haaland fails to meet three more deman
ve
of the Committee for Administrati
.
today
p.m.
4:15
by
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(CAA
Accountability
the group will picket Stevens Hall and
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The demands and the plans tor
occupation were formulated and approved
by a majority vote of the CAA at a public
meeting Tuesday.
After the occupation vote was taken.
Hall told the group "There is no defense
for this thing once it has been brought out
in public."
The CAA demands were listed in a letter
which has also been copied and distributed
on campus. The CAA demanded that
Haaland personally reinstate the graduate
assistanships cut from the Foreign
Language department, that the assistants'
n.
contracts be honored as originally writte
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decide for itself where to make its budget
cuts.
Dean Haaland said Thursday he had
received the letter, but he had not yet been
asked to speak with any CAA representatives. He said he is "considering the
letter's demands." but he declined to say
what action he would take on the demands
or on any occupation attempt.
Haaland has discussed the demands
with Vice President for Academic Affairs
James Clark. but Clark also declined to
comment on the CAA requests.
Thirty members attended Tuesday's
meeting which was the third public

meeting of the CAA. Hall discounted the
low turnout, calling the meeting a "work
meeting" for the CAA core members. "not
a mob meeting."
"This is dovetailing perfectly from my
point of view," added Hall. "We are
becoming a permanent group that will
assure in the future that we have
participation in the administration." •
The CAA has organized subcommittees
on membership. public relations, and
research and information, to lend the
group a %tructure "that will allow us to
grow." said Hall.

House Democrats bicker,
even after adjournment

Kelleher also revealed that a resolution'
g the Democratic members of the
urgin
House Speaker John L. Martin stated
Legislature to oppose the present version
conclusively Wednesday that there are no
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The longest Special Session in the
Democratic party." pointed out Kelleher,
history of Maine Legislature adjourned
"Rank and file Democrats who work for a
eight days ago after failing to enact a
living and man the convention understand
compromise spending plan formulated by
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omic conditions are in the State."
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Major issues confronted the Wilde
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GSS battles, falters with
student government budget
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•Budget battle
continued trom page 1

John Frank, a WSC member, responded
to the petition and other anti-gay comments made by student senators by citing a
report through which he estimated there
could be as many as 800 gays on campus.
He also said the WSC has. "saved lives
from the type of bigotry that has been
running through here tonight."
When a GSS member asked what kind of
'ommunity work the organization has
done. Wilde-Stein chairman David Stanley
responded by saying the club has made
over 15 presentations to different groups
and has helped people with research
concerning gays for papers and speeches.
Stanley also said the club is in debt for
the 1975 gay symposium. He said this debt
will probably increase because of this
year's symposium.
As a result of the Wilde-Stein controersy and a concern voiced by Sen. Richard
.lordan (Corbett). that the GSS may be
supporting a partisan political organization
by funding the Maine Peace Action
Committee. the GSS voted to send the
Community Action Board budget back to
the Finance Committee for further consideration.
Concern over the inequalities of several
t!ot ernment salaries caused the GSS to
,..nd the Board back to the Finance
Committee. The SAB's budget includes
allocations for MUA B. the Concert Committee and the Distinguished Lecture

1

Series.

1

Treasurer Jim Burgess explained the
Finance Committee had reviewed the
salary issue and attempted to recommend
fairer salaries. Phil Spalding. Concert
Committee chairman, pointed out that both
MUAB and IDB pay persons to run a
film program. He suggested a standing
committee be established under the
Student Activities Board for all films.
Funding for the Population Control Fund
was the next item on the agenda. The
fund. which provides loans to women who
ish to have abortions was allocated
51.000. but only after debate.
Sen. Jordan said he had moral problems
tt ith abortion and thought the money could
be put to better use. But Diane Elze.
former chairperson of the fund, defended
its need by citing the limited amount of
birth control materials available to students at UMO. She also said the cost of an
abortion sometimes restricts persons from
considerine that option.

continued fro

The Student Legal Services budget was
increased from this year's $13,000 to
$26,821. The increase will permit SLS to
raise its' attorney's salary to $12,000 from
$8000. It will also permit the SLS to hire
two full-time paralegals, four work-study
. paralegals and two work-study secretaries.
The final item considered was a funding
request from Maine Public Interest Research Group. PIRG had originally requested either $10,000. or one dollar per
UMO student, but the Finance Committet
cut that request to $7,000.
Rob Burgess, acting director of Maine
PIRG. explained the request was to replace
funding which had been lost when the
Board of Trustees voted not to permit PIRG
to continue its check-off on the UMO
tuition bill next year.
Sen. Mark Schneider (Off-campus) said,
"I agree with the concept of PIRG but I
would like to have some kind of assurance
that the group would take something on
that would benefit students directly." He
suggested the GSS fund PIRG for the first
semester at $3,500 as a trial period and
then later decide whether the Senate
should continue funding.
The GSS. after some further discussion.
voted to return the PIRG budget request to
the Finance Committee for further work.

10 organizations
become inactive
Student Government President Dan
O'Leary Wednesday night placed 10
student organizations on the inactive list.
making them ineligible for Student Senate
funding.
This action resulted from a failure to
comply with a policy which states all
groups receiving student activity fee
funding must submit a list of all
expenditures for the year to the Student
Government Treasurer by May I.
The organizations placed on the inactive
list by O'Leary are: the Rugby Club.
Fencing Club. Outing Club, Hockey Club.
Maine Animal Club. Wildlife Society.
Orono Vegetarian Society. Concrete Canoe
Club. Women's Track Club and the
Lacrosse Club.

Program offers Maine students
chance to study in Canada
The constantly and rapidly expanding
Canadian-American program will sponsor
ties for
a year of study in Canadian universi
nineteen UMO students next fall. This is
seven more students than participated in
the Canada Year program last year.
s will
For the first time UMO student
the
outside
ties
study in Canadian universi
eight
ng
attendi
area,
al
-Montre
Quebec
different schools from Newfoundland to
British Columbia.•
"We are sending students from a wide
variety of fields," said Ronald Tallman.
director of the Canadian-American Center.
"One good thing about being a center
instead of a department is we can
incorporate into the program people from
any field of study as long as they have the
interest and meet the committee's requirements.
"Until last year, the program was called
Junior Year in Canada Program and the
center would send students of junior
standing only. Now it is possible for a
sophomore and even a senior to take a year
of study in Canada." said Tallman. who
makes the final decision on whether or not
a student goes.
The Canada Year program has come a
long way since sending the first UMO
student to Canada in 1968. "Starting next
year the program will allow students from
any New England land grant university to

study in Canada.— said Tallman, "and
these students will be the responsibility of
UMO's program."
This is not an exchange program exactly.
ck
as only the University of New Brunswi
exchanges students with UMO. But there
tt ill be a meeting in September between
several Canadian universities and UMO
officials to discuss the possibility of
exchange programs. Tallman said.
Tallman pointed out. "It is possible too
for an out-of-state student to attend the
University of Toronto. which I consider one
of the top five universities in the world, at a
cheaper cost than attending UMO.
Canadian universities have no out-of-state
tuition fees, but a standard rate of tuition.
"After a student is accepted by the
university and the committee, we figure
out the difference in cost and Student Aid
helps pay the difference. Although tuition
is cheaper. much of the cost of sending a
student to study in Canada is in travel
expenses. The program makes it possible
for any UMO student who wants to study in
Canada to do so. regardless of his or her
financial situation.— Tallman said.
Requirements for participation in the
Canada Year program are a 2.7 or better
accumulative average, recommendations
from faculty and students, and an
interview with a selection committee.
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WE FINE A
GRONNING
GIFT FOR YOU!

A free packet of flower seeds . .. Zinnias,
Marigolds, or Petunias ... yours for the
asking when you visit our "Growing Place"
at 31 Main Street in Orono.
We also want to tell you about our many
Growing Plans for your personal financial
security.
Ask us about:
Savings Accounts
Choose regular Passbook Savings, or Certifi
cate Savings for long-term growth

Personal Checking Accounts
For

real convenience

in bill paying and

money managing.

Individual Retirement Accounts
If you have no pension plan, you can grow
some real security for later life in an IRA
Savings Account.
and, our brand new

N.O.W. Account
The Savings Account that works like a free
personal checking account. The best plan
ever.

Laialnia
ASSOCIATION OF BANGOR

THE GiOING PLACE
201 MAIN STREET, BANGOR
31 MAIN STREET, ORONO
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•Democrats to discuss pay bill at state convention
continued from page

1

began. The governor did make some
compromises that many people have
forgotten about."
Martin said there are two points which
the governor is unwilling to negotiate. One
is that the Hay report becomes law through
legislative rather than administrative
action. The second is that the report can be
implemented prior to the 108th Legislature.
"Beyond that, the rest is negotiable as
far as I can gather," the Democratic leader
said. "But until the time people are in a
position to convince the governor to change
his mind, anything that is done will
probably be a waste of time."
He added Kelleher's polling procedures
would not be effective because many
legislators, who would agree to a certain
compromise out of session. might hedge on

the agreement at the formal session at
Augusta.
While the legislators "bicker among
themselves." the University of Maine
waits in limbo, to the dismay of university
administrators.
UMO President Howard Neville called
the adjournment "a terrible thing to do to
the university" mainly because it left the
university uncertain on what its future
resources would be.
In an interview Monday, Neville said he
had not discussed the university's situation
with the Governor.
While Neville would not speculate as to
whether the Legislature would meet again,
many local representatives felt they had no
choice but to reconvene. Rep. Richard
Davies is confident the Legislature would
not disappoint the university and the state

employes. "I think we can go back and get
the full $I million for the university and an
state
increase for
across-the-board
employes without locking them out of the
collective bargaining process." he said.
Davies believes a decision could have
been reached during the last session if
Longley had agreed to implement the Hay
study administratively rather than through
the legislative process.
Governor Longley only agreed to accept
this compromise. according to Davies,
following the final defeat of the supplemental budget proposal. If the governor
had offered to implement the Hay report
administratively before the vote. Davies
felt the bill could have passed.
Rep. Kelleher echoed Davies' optimism.
He said the Legislature was "definitely
going to have to go back because it would
be irresponsible for the leadership to
refuse to call its fellow legislators back."
He argued the Special Session had too
many other obligations, like university
funding. senior citizens' benefits and
AFDC funding to postpone decision until
the next session in January. 1977.

4
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The original supplemental budget bill.
which was approved by both houses of the
Legislature April 16. offered state
employes an 511-across-the-board increase
without any implementation of the Hay
study and offered the university a SI
million additional allocation.
That bill succumbed to Longley's veto
April 22. The Senate upheld the governor's
decision on April 26 with a vote of 21-9.
A compromise plan was then worked out
in a weekend meeting of Martin. Sewall,
and Longley. The compromise plan would
have implemented the Hay study in
November of this year with the appeals
process for state employes beginning on
July 1. The bill would have also provided a
bonus plan for state employes equivalent to
an $11-increase but only effective for one
year, as well as a $700,000 allotment for
the university.
But this bill fell victim to the Democraticcontrolled House by a vote of 90 to 52.
eleven short of the two-thirds needed to
pass all emergency legislation. Stalemated
over the controversial Hay Plan, the 107th
Legislature adjourned April 30.

9
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of Maine textbook tills,
About $800,000 this year went into the University
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go a radical change,
managers. The revenue vs. profit picture could under
scene on Mill St.
however, next fall, with a new competitor on the

Book prices don't reflect
high profits, owners say
BY KEN HOLMES

"Seventeen bucks for a calculus book?
bucks last
Rip me off! It was only fifteen
year!"
are
Many students feel textbook prices
that
too high. they're rising too fast, and
is
someone, somewhere along the line,
ks.
textboo
on
making a lot of money
Are
Are textbook prices too high?
off?
students getting ripped
Textbooks will account for over $800,000
re this
in sales at the University Booksto
of the
year. But Tom Cole. manager
this
of
none
y
virtuall
bookstore, says
$800,000 will end up as bookstore profits.
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He says the retailing of new textboo
isn't a very profitable endeavor.
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suggested retail price. Each
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From this 18 percent both salaries and
operating expenses must be paid. Other
less obvious costs are also substantial.
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One large cost of textbook retailin
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stems from the difficulty in correct
for
estimating how many texts to order
each course, Cole said. If too many texts
to
arc ordered, they must be shipped back
e.
the publisher at the bookstore's expens
Publishers will usually only accept these

returns for a certain length of time and
sometimes give less than full price for
returned books.
Cole says these and other expenses lea%, e
no
the University bookstore with virtually
sales.
k
textboo
on
profit margin
Any substantial profits earned by the
bookstore come from supplies, toiletries
and trade books (non-textbooks). These
.
items carry a 33 to 45 per cent markup
Privately-owned textbook stores are also
unable to earn large profits by selling new
textbooks, Cole said. "From a business
point of view. I suspect they put up with
the
the obligation to provide texts to have
opportunity to sell other items." Cole said.
lyHe pointed out that virtually all private
owned textbook stores market many other
items besides texts.
Speaking on the recently opened Black
had
Bear Bookstore in Orono. Cole said he
dealt
never seen a bookstore which
idea
primarily in used texts, and had no
whether such a store could operate
profitably.
Black
But Ed Jameson, owner of the
can be
on
operati
his
says
re,
Booksto
Bear
profitable even if only marginally so.
Jameson estimates he can earn a $5000
of used
to $6000 profit for every $100.000
based
textbook sales. This profit figure is
used
on
markup
cent
per
on a planned 33
continued on page 6

the University
Bookstore
Starting Wed. May 5th
Finals
thru,

The UMO Bookstore will be buying used
fall
books on the basis of summer session and
semester needs which are known to date.

nal
Many books can be sold at half their origi
good
a
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price—many others also
x
wholesale value. Check at the textbook anne
where most buy backs are posted & you can
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Sigma Chi

Demands,
demands
It's too bad the Committee for Administrative
Accountability can't come up with some
constructive criticism.
At three public meetings, the CAA has failed
to show any more than an obsession with
complaining and demanding—three demands a
week ago Thursday, and three demands
Tuesday, this time accompanied by a threat or
two.
The committee nucleus,a handful of rebels
with a cause, claimed initially they wanted to
hoist a flag for the disgruntled to gather 'round

Editorial
and unite 'neat h to fight the oppressive
administration. Then they announced a
rhetorically-tuned demand for "the
establishment of democratic structures in
administrative decision making."
They were calm, except for a couple, and
rational, except for a couple, but they neglected
to suggest the form of any "democratic
structures." Their only constructive suggestion
was that the structures now in place be stoted up
and that the procedures now preached by UMO
administrators be honored.
That was a well intended, but half-hearted
attempt to back their empty demands with
substance while they alluded to investigations
and secret allegations of scandal to justify their
complaining.
Thus they ran up a flag with a question mark
on it, instead of stars and stripes.
And now all of a sudden they have taken that
flag, painted it black, and tried to lead everyone
on their side over a cliff for the grand old cause.
They went from one extreme to another, with
apparently no thought in between.
It's unfortunate they have chosen to
sensationalize an issue that might have led to
some worthwhile discussion of the many decision
making processes at UMO —in the business,
academic, and social sectors of the university.
At a time when every department is
swallowing the bullet, the CAA has yet to
champion any other causes besides their foreign
language graduate assistantships. Apart from
their general targetless demands,they have yet
to deal with any other issues involving
democratic participation or lack of it.
Except—to complain, and demand,and now
threaten physical action. And that's no way to
take on the system.

the incident on April 20th. Since
the case had been settled in
Third District Court last semester, and since they felt they
could contribute nothing to the
hearing, the six chose not to
attend.

To the editors, to the students of
UMO.and to the UMO Judiciary
Committee:
The brothers of Sigma Chi have
suffered through poor publicity
and namecalling. which we have
been subjected to in the past.
without a great deal of complaint.
We at Sigma Chi feel it is now
time for us to voice our complaints towards the unjust treatment we feel we have received.
During the fall semester an
incident took place within our
house which the UMO Judiciary
Committee now refers to as the
"Sigma Chi Brawl." We would
like to point out that no Sigma Chi
brother was involved in that
incident, except, to break it up, to
disperse people from the scene,
and to aid the victims of the fight.
It is from this incident that the
basis of our present complaint
stems.
In its coverage of this incident,
the Maine Campus has been
guilty of neglecting to print all the
details of the event and has failed
in what we believe is their
responsibility to Sigma Chi to aid
us in clearing our name of the
stigma associated with this incident.
In a letter dated April 13. 1976.
the UMO Judiciary Committee.
which should have concluded its
ins cstigation immediately after
the incident last semester. "requested" the presence of six of
our brothers at a hearing about

In a letter dated April 28. 1976.
the UMO Judiciary Committee
alleged these six people were in
Violation of the Disciplinary Code
Section IV, Article 13 which
relates to "intentional conduct
which prevents or seriously impedes others, lawfully present on
campus. from carrying on authorized activities" by their nonattendence at the hearing at
which their presence was not
ordered as mandatory. but merely
requested. As a result of this
second letter all six have made
appointments with the Judiciary
ommittee.
At the first meeting with the
Judiciary Committee two brothers
were told they face expulsion for
their non-compliance with the
"request" for their presence at
the April 20th hearing. Also
during the meeting an attempt
was made to tape-record the
converstaion without the knowledge of the two members of
Sigma Chi present at that time. It
would have done a great deal
toward the smoothing of the
relationship between the Judiciary Committee and the persons
involved if they had been informed of the recordig and for

what purpose it was to be used.
In conclusion, we have but two
requests: that the Judiciary Committee practice a little more
judicial discretion, and that Sigma Chi and the rest of the UMO
fraternity system receive more
coverage than just the poor
publicity we have received in the
past.
The Brothers of Sigma Chi

Sad loss
To the editor:
This letter is being written to
let people know what a special
experience the spring Choral
Concert was for the songers.
Apparently the audience felt the
same way, judging from their
standing ovation concluding the
concert.
It has been a very special
experience working under Karen
Cowman this year, and we will all
feel her loss very deeply. Seldom
has there been such closeness
and love within a group of
singers.
We do not understand how this
university can afford not to rehire
a teacher of this caliber.
Janice A. Reardon
John H. Lyons
Fritz S. Robertson
Patty Connors
and 81 others

Edit those editorials
To the Editors:
I was both disgusted and
disappointed to see the pitiful
collection of incomplete sentences
and undeveloped paragraphs the
M • 'Campus tried to pass off as
an editorial entitled. "Bewitching
Stupidity", in its issue April 30.
This "editorial" was, in short, a
fine example of a worthless piece
of expository writing.
I would strongly urge the
author. or authors, of that editorial to take a review course on
the basic rules of composition
before trying to grace the pages
of the Maine Campus with
another editorial of the caliber of
last. I am surprised the editor of
the Maine Cam pus allowed such a
collection of sentence fragments
and poor grammar to be published.
The "editorial" of last Friday
was not only insulting grammatically but the content was
absurd. I feel the authors'
reference to Ms. Haley and her
roommate as, "two gossips in
Oxford Hall." was ill-supported
and in very poor taste.
In rebuttal to that inconsiderate
statement one could easily accuse
the author with attempting to
incite some form of violent
activity Friday night. I call to
mind such statements that appeared in the editorial as. "won't
it be exciting when a hundred

guys from fraternity row get
ambushed by a hundred from.
Hilltop..." and "... somebody
will probably spend tonight in •
the hospital as a result of this
lunacy.''

pus and its' staff do have some
degree of responsibility towards
the student body.

Perhaps the author will think
twice before the next time he
accuses sornrone of being an
instigator.
In conclusion. I sincerely hope
in the future the editor of the
Maine C pus will exercise some
form of supervision over wht
appears on the pages of the
paper. After all, The Maine Cam-

Editors note: We welcome
an."one who thinks they can find
an.,,thing illiterate on our pages
into including advertising] to
come in and tr.' to point it out.
Our grammer may not be tidy and
perfect English but that's why
we're journalism majors instead
of English majors. We like the
excitement.

ncs
Danno
Gannett Hall

Hefner-Lovelace club?
To the editors:
We, as concerned students
would like to question the proposed increase in funds allocated
to the Wilde-Stein club. With a
supposed membership of thirty
people. how can the General
Student Senaie expect to give
them two-thousand and forty-two
dollars? This is approximately
sixty eight dollars per member.
How absurd!!
With all these cuts of budgets:
work study prrograms, graduate
assistant positions and athletics,
how can one justify this increase
for such an extreme minority of
different individuals. What do
they use these funds for anyway?
What we should do as students

is form an organization for tile
advancement of heterosexual practices. The funds would be used
to educate the general public on
the positive aspects of heterosexuality. The title for this
proposed organization would be
the Hefner-Lovelace Club.
Based on seven-thousand students on campus minus the thirty
Wilde-Stein members we would
enroll 6970 members. And at the
tune of sixty-eight dollars per
member we well receive an
allocation of four-hundred and
seventy-five thousand dollars.
.ABSURD? We could have a
helluva symposium!
Glenn Seaverns
Mark Koshliek
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Your textbooks were never
worth more!
BLACK BEAR BOOK STORE
22 MILL STREET • ORONO, MAINE
ACROSS FROM PAT'S PIZZA
Formerly Shamrock Tavern
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We need thousands of used textbooks
for Summer and Fall
sessions at UMO
Top cash for all books of VALUE.

Save 25% on used textbooks
UMO

Check with us for
your textbook needs
for summer and fall
sessions. We will try
to have as many used
texts as possible.
Have A Nice Summer
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on the walls of the Harold Alfond Arena or the Performing Arts Center
to memorializetheir generous support of the Second Century Fund.
They have become a part of UMO forever
Many of you have never been asked to support the
fund drive. You can qualify for a signature tile to be
placed in either facility by contributing $180 [student

offices.
Interested? Call or return this handy form to our

]. If
billing or separate billing over a three year period
you can't afford this, then any amount is appreciatect
to meet the $4 million goal.

581-2541,

218 North Hall, Alumni Center.

I want to qualify for a tile but would like niore information.
Telephone Number
Name

Address
and alumni.
*and many more signature's of students, faculty, staff
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•Book prices
continued from Page 3

to the 18 to 20 per cent
Ilv,ure associated with new texts.
And Jameson too says new textbook
retailing is generally unprofitable.
Can textbooks be sold cheaper?
Student Government President Dan
O'Leary has studied the feasibility of
turning the University Bookstore into a
student-owned co-operative. This would
not lead directly to lower textbook prices.
but would distribute year-end bookstore
profits among students.
The Harvard Coop. O'Leary said, is an
example of a successful bookstore coBut O'Leary says for a
operative.
k-0-operative to be worthwhile at UMO. it
%%mild have to do a much larger business
and be more profitable than the present
bookstore.
He explained the costs of distributing
co-operative profits to students would be
costly, and students here would not realize
much of a savings.
The best alternative to a student
co-operative at UMO is the current
bookstore policy. O'Leary said, in which
bookstore profits are returned as textbook
discounts. He said this system amounts to
"A de facto co-operative, owned by the
students.••
If textbook retailing is generally not a
cry profitable enterprise, what about
textbook publishing? Terrence Kelley.
Coordinator of Publishing at Public Information and Central Services(PICS)says
college textbooks are the least profitable of
all texts, and are generally not big
monev-makers for publishing companies
Kelley is a former Production Manager
for Random House and worked in both the
text and trade book divisions there.
He cited high costs coupled with limited
printings as several of the reasons for high
prices and small profits in the textbook
industry.
Most textbooks are printed in lots of less
than 10.000. Kelley said. Normally, a text
must go into its second printing before the
publisher recoups his initial investment.
But Kelley said publishers have no
assurance when they print a text that any
will ever be sold

tests, as compared

Kelley also cited the high research and
editorial costs associated with a high-level,
limited edition textbook as factors which
increase the costs of texts.
Several competent authorities must
review each text to assure the validity of
the contents. Kelley said. Also, textbook
authors must be,paid royalties amounting
to about eight per cent of a book's selling
price.
Because any one textbook is not usually
a big seller, the costs of editorial research
and the initial costs of printing are
reflected heavily in the price. Kelley said.
These costs are more spread out in books
with a wider appeal.
In spite of high costs, textbook publishers normally realize a profit of 8-11 per cent
on college textbook sales. Kelley said. An
estimate by the Association of American
Publishers pegs this profit figure at about
six per cent.
In other areas of book publishing the
profit figure may run as high as 20 per
cent.
Kelley also mentioned that although
occasionally a publisher will make a large
profit on an unusually successful text, for
every large-selling, highly profitable text,
there are SO which are not.
Jameson indicated textbook publishing
The National
isn't overly profitable.
Association of College stores. Jameson
said, has lobbied for several years
attempting to convince publishers to cut
wholesale prices on texts. But Jameson
believes publishers are not in the position
to do so.
Although book publisher's profits are
not high. there seems to be no rush to raise

Fig of mg Heart
"Gourmet Vegetarian Food"

textbook prices. Cole pointed out that
textbook prices have risen slower than
other costs associated with a college
education, such as professors' salaries,
tuition, room and board rates and
dormitory charges.
An estimate by the Association of
American Publishers. covering 1950-1974.
shows textbook prices rose slightly less
than prices for all consumer goods and
services during those years. and considerably less than other education -related
expenses.
If bookstore and publisher profits on texts
are not high. and if text prices are not
rising as fast as other college-related costs.
why are student upset with book prices?
Both Jameson and Cole recognize the
general student discontent with alleged
high textbook prices. Cole says there is a
general feeling among students he comes
in contact with that books carry a much
higher markup than they actually do.
"Probably alot of students feel five
dollars out of every ten dollar book is

ours," Cole said, emphasizing that this is
not the case. He said most students don't
realize the costs associated with retailing a
textbook.
"Many students probably don't realize
that we have to pay our bills." Cole said.
"If we had no expenses. we would sell
textbooks at cost."
Jameson said students'have always had
gripes about book prices, but attributed
this largely to the fact that students
generally don't want to buy texts, and
resent having to do so.
But Jameson said, "I don't think
textbooks are that bad of a bargain."
Students. he explained, can usually get
back at least a portion of their investment
in texts by selling their used textbooks.

PHONE 827-3554
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Twin City
Optician

Stillwater Ave., Old Town
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OF COLD BEER & WINE

tel 945-3484
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Bangor Maine 04401

OPEN:
8:00-11:30
MON-THURS
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Summer Schedule
Weekends Only
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Traveling Home?
Check your tires before you go

600-13 tires as low as $15.95
plus $1.48 FET
The

Firestone Store

717 Broadway Bangor

Sandwiches and Snacks
Pool—Games—Color Cable TV
OPEN ALL SUMMER—AIR CONDITIONED
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Jeri Colpitts: the theatre has been his life at UMO
BY URSULA ALIBERTI

Jeri S. Colpitts, a senior theatre major
from Farmington. has acted in every play
performed by the Maine Masque Theatre
during his four years at UMO except one.
He was not in Oscar Wilde's "The
Importance of Being Earnest" earlier this
fall because he was on tour at the time in
"Thurber Carnival."
Maine Masque presents four plays
annually or sixteen in four year. Colpitts
has acted in fifteen. In addition, he has
directed three plays and been president of
Maine Masque for the past year and a half.
Yet he modestly insists he has done
nothing extraordinary.
However, James A. Colbath. director -a
the Maine Masque Theatre, feels his
talents should be applauded.
Colpitts said he doesn't know exactly
when he realized he had talent but feels his
parents steercd him toward the stage when
he was fairly young. He remembers, for
example. singing and dancing with his
sister in a community talent show when in
the second grade.
Colpitts said he made his acting debut in
third grade when he starred in "Hansel
and Gretel." Later, he was typecast as the
young male lead in numerous Mount Blue
High School performances. He continued
to play the young male lead at UMO. as
exemplified in his role as the young writer
in Anton Chekhov's "Seagull." until he
played Ham, an old blind man in Samuel
Beckett's "Endgame."
Colbath said he knew about Colpitts
before he came to UMO. Hershel Bricker,
a former Maine Masque director, retired in
the Farmington area and attended many of
the high school plays Colpitts starred in.
Colbath said Bricker wrote to him to "keep
his eye open for Jeri because he's terrific."
Colbath thinks Colpitts is indeed "terrific" mainly because he is "a high spirited
person with a lot of perseverance and
considerable range as an actor."
Colbath emphasized it was extremely
difficult for Colpitts. as it would be for any
actor, to make the transition from playing
young male leads to acting the part of older
men who have had more experience with
life than he ever could at 21
Colbath believes Colpitts' "big leap
forward was in "Endgame." He said the
role was "tremendous." and Colpitts had
to memorize nearly as many lines as
Wayne Merritt did as Hamlet.
Since "Endgame." Colpitts has played
other older roles. including Willie Loman
in Arthur Miller's "Death of a Salesman."
He said playing Loman was probably his
most difficult role because it was so
overpowering. It was "a tough role that
really tested my limits."
Dr. James S. Bost. professor of speech
and director of "Salesman." agrees with
Colpitts. Bost thinks the role of Loman
presents a "tremendous challenge" for
any actor, especially a young university
student. In Bost's opin ion, no other
modern American drama contains such a
difficult role.

Colpitts said acting in as depressing a
role as Loman often adversely affects an
actor's mood. He may. for example,
withdraw from his friends and social
activities for awhile. A school vacation ,
followed the "Salesman" performance,
and Colpitts remembers going home and

sitting in front of the fireplace where it took
him nearly the entire week to wind down.
Colpitts said it may be difficult for
non-theatre majors to comprehend, but it
smarted a bit when he acted as the ghost of
Hamlet's father and as Fortinbras in
"Hamlet." knowing it would be his last
performance on the Hauck Auditorium
stage. He said he believes in this place.
after spending an average of eight hours a
day in and around the theatre every day
since his freshman year. Colpitts said
theatre has been his life up here and the
time he spent working in Hauck by far
outweighs his academic life.
He explained it was both difficult and
strange for him to play the ghost in
"Hamlet" becalse he was actually an
entity and not a character. Colbath said
Colpitts was cast as the ghost primarily
because he has the voice quality the role
demands. Colpitts said he enjoyed the role
and was honored to do it because.
according to him, many famous actors ha‘c
been cast as the ghost. Colbath added that
•"the ghost is the only role we know of that
Shakespeare himself played."
Colpitts said he was accepted at
Emerson College in Boston but chose to
attend UMO because at the time he wasn't
sure of his talents and was not prepared to
live in a large city. And contrary to what
people may think about UMO. said
Colpitts, Maine Masque is considered one
of the better university theatres in the
country.
Besides acting in Maine Masque and in
numerous studio plays, Colpitts has
directed three plays, two of which were for
a directing class. He is directing the third,
"Spoonriver Anthology," on his own. It
will be presented Thursday. May 13, at
7:30 p.m. in the pit of Hauck Auditorium.
Colpitts said the play is open to the public
and explained the plot develops around
about twenty characters who appear to

Don't miss this weekend's
featured talent!
8 pm - 12 midnight

Lenny Breau
Saturday Night:

13

Jeff Bartley

Complete Home Furnishings
Since 1915

nior Jeri Colpitts in "Endgame" (left), and "Death of a Salesman."

Walk in. Sit down. Enjoy your favorite food
ding
and drink. Listen to the areas outstan
ere.
atmosph
talent, in a truly unique intimate

,Jazz guitarist extraordinaire.

first it intimidated hirt to have a "talented
and knowledgeable man" who has taught
him to now work under him, but added
things have worked out smoothly.
After graduating in May. Colpitts plans
to move to Greenwich Village. New York.
where he hopes to get a job and take
professional acting lessons at night. He
said he intends to stay in New York for at
least five or six years in an attempt to "get
into the thick of the theatre."
He added he would like to experiment
with improvisations and directing, as well
as acting. but emphasized it takes a long
time and a lot of patience and hard work to
even break into the theatre world.
Colpitts doesn't know what the future
holds for him, but he is enthusiastically
pursuing a career in New York. with the
support of UMO's theatre professors.

OLD TOWN
FURNITURE

You don't need a car
to get here.

Friday Night:

deliver their own eulogies. Colpitts said
only two female and two male students
play all twenty roles and music will be
played during parts of the performance.
Colpitts loves the pit because there is an
intimacy between the actors and the
audience which is sitting ony two to three

DAMN
YANKEE
Pub

MEMORIAL UNION

feet away. Here, he said, actors don't have
to worry about whether or not they are
projecting loudly enough and the audienc,:
feel they are a part of the performance.
Colpitts said he has encountered only
one major problem while directing this
play. Edgar A. Cyrus, associate professor
of speech. is acting in it. Colpitts said at
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Psych experiments: monkeys and min(
STORY AND PHOTOS
BY JOHN PADDOCK

There's a small footnote at the bottom of
the Py 1 syllabus that reads, "participation
in research to a maximum of three hours is
expected." It is a course requirement Py 1
students often overlook — until the
summons comes in the mail requesting
their participation in a number of "experiments."
To the student. "experiments" might
mean any one of a number of suspicious
things. One student remembering the first
time he went in for an "experiment". said,
"I thought I would be lead into a small
white room with nothing in it but chairs
and a mirror. The mirror, of course, would
be two-way. A stranger would be brought
in and someone with a fiendish smile would
be watching our actions from another
room. Then the walls would start closing
in..."

Although the experiments may not livet
up to such expectations. "there are many.
varied research projects going on in the
department," said Psychology chairman
Roger B. Frey. "So many that I don't even
know about all of them." These projects
arc divided into "the only categories that
make any sense; research on animals and
research on people."
Pigeons. rats, and monkeys are the
subjects of animal research this semester
and Py 1 students make up about 90
per cent of the subjects used in human
research. Frey added, half seriously.
"People taking general Psychology courses
are sort of like white rats to us." The
department relies on their participation to
a large extent and most of them are very
willing and interested participants. Frey
said.
Frey is currently working on research
himself, testing the muscle sensitivity in
squirrel monkeys. "We look at the
monkey's ability to distinguish the amount
of pressure required to press a leader.
There are two bars for the monkey to push
which we make progressively more alike
until he can't tell the difference between
them."
Frey's research is the only experiment
using monkeys. "We don't have the
Even
facilities for keeping primates.
rhesus monkeys would be a problem." he
said. "Squirrel monkeys however are
easier to tame and handle."
Rats and pigeons are the most widely
They are
used laboratory animals.
relatively inexpensive to care for and easy
to handle. They are also better suited to
particular tests. Rats are often used for
brain research because a lot is known about
the brain structure of the rat, said Frey. If
the research is on vision, pigeons are
usually used.
Professor William G. Farthing. currently
studying information processing in animals
is using pigeons in his research. "They
are convenient, have excellent vision, and
they're hardy animals to keep in the lab. .
Their eyesight is also similar to that of
humans," said Farthing.
Farthing's project, financed through a
grant from the National Science Foundation, concerns short-term Memory in
animals and selective attention. Farthing
explained if you present too much
inftirmation to a subject at once, it may be
too much to comprehend. so the information is attended to selectively.

In the experimenting, "we first present
a stimulus the birds have to remember,"
said Farthing. "It may be a red or green
triangle, shown from one-fourth to three
seconds." Then there is a "memory
interval" of between zero to six seconds
and the bird is shown two "choice
stimuli." the one previously shown and
another one. If the bird chooses(pecks at)
the first stimulus, it receives a reward.
During a single day six different
experiments are performed and each
pigeon is used one hour a day. With eight
birds and six experiments. 48 birds are
used every day, seven days a week.
In this particular research. Farthing said
animals are good subjects because they
don't speak.therefore words don't interfere
with their memory. "The point is to find
out how short-term memory works in
organisms without speech. Later we can
compare the results with human memory."
The initial results of the experimentation
were reported at the recent Eastern
Psychology Convention in New York. So
far. "we have found that the birds
remember colors much better than shapes.
and they remember two things as well as
they remember one. So their short term
memory capacity is greater than two. In
humans the capacity is three for very
young children and seven for adults."
Assisting Farthing are two graduate
students. Steve Gilmour and Jim Wagner.
and an elaborate computer obtained with
funds from the grant.
Prof. Donald A. Stubbs. working with a
grant from the Food and Drug Administration. is also using pigeons in his
research. He is studying the effects
different kinds of lighting has on vision.
"The birds are kept in a controlled lighting
situation. They are exposed to strobe,
blacklight. and florescent lights and we
test them to see if it affects their accuity.
Thevare each given a vision task similar to
the kind we have when we go to an eye
doctor." he said.
In the task, the birds are shown different
gratings of black and white stripes. For the
vertical stripes, the bird pecks on a certain

a school for 55 pre-schoolers run by the
Psychology department. Prof. Donald S.
Hayes does most of his research there.
assisted by several graduate assistants.
His current project "evaluates the commonplace notion that when you present
material for children to either learn or
remember in some sort of rhyming
sequence. it will facilitate their ability to
learn."
Hayes has written some nursery rhymes
for the children that convey a basic
semantic message — a series of thoughts
and actions in rhymes. One story is about a
frog who lives in a pond. "I've written the
action sequence. all the things he does
around the pond. in a rhyming format and
then I've taken that series of events and
rewritten it in a non-rhyming format."
Although he has just started the
research Hayes anticipates two possible
conclusions. "It could be that the rhyming
sequence makes it more fun and makes
them pay attention. Or it -may help
children organize or store material."
Hayes asks each group of children a
series of questions that assesses how well
they remember what they have heard.
"The rhyming and non-rhyming groups
hear a little bit of the story and I give them
a few questions. Then they rate the story.
Since it's difficult for children at that age to
verbalize their feelings,they rate the story
on a scale of faces. Five faces are shown to
them, ranging in degree from happy to
sad. The prediction is that the children who
listened to the rhyming story will pick the
smiling faces and the others will pick the
frowning faces."
Another study Hayes is working on
assesses young children's ability to
understand the meaning of certain words
in pairs of antonyms. "A study in
California produced evidence that children
between the ages of three and four often
the
comprehending
difficulty
have
meaning of what are called "bi-polar"
adjectives."
"If you give a child a series of tests in
which you attempt to test how well he
understands the concept of big and small,
tall or short, more or less. etc.. it has been
recorded that there is what is called an
asymmetry in children's comprehension in
each one of these pairs of adjectives.
Children who are three or four seem to
have a much better understanding of the
concept of bignall.or more than they
have of small, short, or less." said Hayes.
If two different sized balls are placed on
a table, children are very accurate in
pointing to the big one. But if they are
asked to point to the small one, they point
to the big one. said Hayes.
For a while it was claimed that young
children interpret the one end of the
dimension as meaning the same as the
other end. For these young children small
means the same as big. said Hayes.
Hayes has carried this research a step
further. "I thought perhaps the materials
this research had utilized were not the best
materials that could be used." Instead ot
using styrofoam balls Hayes used things
that were familiar to children, like different
sized ice cream cones. "I thought we
would find that the child would have no
difficulty in distinguishing between big
and small." "The Problem is that it isn't
working. they can't judge it any better
than when they distinguished between
unfamiliar objects," said Hayes.
When Hayes has finished some of his
current research, particularly on rhyming
and learning, he plans to use the same
study for adults, probably from the Py 1
subject pool.

'

key for food and is rewarded. If the stripes
are horizontal, the bird pecks on another
key for food. After that, different sized
gratings are used to see if they can tell the
difference in size.
The data is recorded by computer so
Stubbs and his assistants don't have to
watch the birds continually. The experimentation is done on the third floor of
North Stevens most mornings between
eight and eleven. The results from the
tests are still inconclusive, said St.ibbs.
Three floors down from Stubbs'
research, in the basement of North
Center,
Study
Stevens. is the Child

The research Professor William F. Stone
is involved in centers sixty miles away from
Orono in Augusta. Stone. who has held
various positions in the' democratic party
including state chairman of the McCarthy
campaign in 1968. is "studying the
differences among freshmen first-term
members of the state legislature".
The differences Stone is looking at are in
"self-other orientation," like self esteem
or social interest. Early research has shown
that there are several differences among
legislators.

"Tentatively we've distinguished four
types of legislators on the basis of
personality, who seems to differ in the wav
they affect their peers both in terms of
younger and older members of the
legislature and in the amount of legislative
activity they engage in — how active they
are in terms of speaking on the floor, and
how many bills they sponsor," said Stone.
In general there are two active and
popular types and two inactive and
unpopular types.
"Of the two popular types, what we call
the "lawmaker" type has very high
self-esteem, is self confident, mature, and
sponsors many bills." He is much more
active than the other legislators.
The other popular type. "who we think
of more as a pragmatic politician, tends to
be active but not quite as active as the
The personal needs that
lawmaker.
individual seems to be fulfilling are more of
what we might think of as seeking approval
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of other people." He tends to be low in
self-esteem, a less secure, less mature
individual.
"The pragmatic politician is looking for
reassurances about himself or herself.
Perhaps it's a kind of compensation for
some kind, of inadequacies."
Of the inactive and unpopular types. one
is high in self-esteem, but immature. He's
an apolitical type because in many
situations this person has been shown to be
unsuccessful and unable to attract wide
enough admiration and respect from other
people. He is the type of individual who is
less likely to be elected to the legislature.
The other inactive type is like' a
He enjoys being in the
spectator.
legislature. He doesn't contribute a lot in
terms of bill sponsorship or speaking on
the floor, however, he contributes a kind of
calming influence to the legislature. He is
concerned with enjoying other people and
what's going on.
"We are still at the stage of trying to
identify the groups and haven't tried to see
what frequency exists in each group."
Stone said. "We have, however. discos ered that the lawmaker type most often
comes from the urban centers of Maine."
To conduct the research. Stone spent a
great deal of time in Augusta watching the
legislators. and a lot of the information has
come from already recorded data. Lists ot
roll calls and lists of the number of bills
each legislator has sponsored were used
Information was also received from questionnaires that were submitted to legiskitors. They included' peer ratings" in
which members of the legislature chose
those freshmen they thought were the most
promising ones.
Stone added that recent newspaper
announcements concerning the leading
legislators' perceptions of the most promising freshmen "were very similar to our
own results of a year ago."
Psychology students, particularly those
in Py 1, play an important role in Prof. .10e1
A. Gold's research. They participate in a
memory study. "examining the way
attitudes and values are stored in memory.
so a model can be developed for it."
Gold examines this through "reaction
time." The students are given different
values to rate. "We are looking at the
speed it takes to retrieve judgments on
attitude objects from memory when thev 're
preceeded by certain kinds of values."
"For instance, we would expect that if
'integration' followed 'equality' it would he
responded to faster than if it follovved
something like 'national security'."
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The results from Gold's first exper-‘
iments have shown that "attitudes that are
related in an enhancing fashion to vaules
when they're probed by those values are
responded to significantly faster than
attitudes that are preceeded by values that
they are unrelated to." It gets more
complicated. "We have evidence that the
valuative kinds of statements are stored in
memory in kind of a hierarchical model in
which values are at the top and attitudes
are at the bottom," said Gold.
Students who participate in these
experiments aren't always there just to
fulfill a requirement and leave it at that.
Many are curious and
said Gold.
interested enough to come back to learn
more about the tests they have participated
in. Satisfying their curiosity isn't always
easy though. Often, the data for th%
research is not compiled by the end of the
semester. So if the student wants to learn
about that research he must come back
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again the next semester.
Research undertaken by graduate students. while not usually as extensive, deals
in many of the same areas as their
professors. Many' participate and play a
large part in operating the research with
professors, while some do it on their own.
Cris Kelley. for instance, is working with Z
342. an albino rat kept in the "animal
room- on the third floor of Little. She is
studying "noise escape" — testing the
animal's different thresholds of noise
loudness.
As Frey said, there are so many different
projects going on it is hard to keep up with
all of them. "I don't hear about some of
them until the researcher comes to me for
money.- he said.
For professors there is no departmental
policy on when each should participate in
research. And there's "no great penalty"
it they don't participate. although it may
affect raises. All professors agree that
research facilitates teaching in the classroom.
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midriffs
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gauzes
hen someone wants to start a research
project, he decides the topic himself and
writes proposals.specifically to Washington. for financial aid. Research grants are
harder to get now than they were eight
years ago. "During the Nixon administration it was worse," said Frey. There
was more competition for fewer funds.
Now it is still difficult since the federal
agencies have cut back.
For research to start in which humans
are the subjects, as with all experiments
with students, that person must submit his
proposal to the Human Subjects Committee. made up mostly of other professors.
They decide whether the experimentation
is safe for the subjects. It's a precaution
that assures psychology students that
when they participate in psychology experiments they'll leave in the same condition,
they came in.
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The year in review, Part II
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BY JIM KILEY

During the last two months of the fall
semester one word seemed to dominate
everything—budget. November and December
saw the Chancellor's External Salary Committee report, the Trustees asking the legislature
for $6.4 million and the students fighting off a
tuition hike for January.

A
Al ine Carnpu$
University bites the financial bullet
Sasry allay
eowedniwo fan

The External Salary Committee issued its
final report to Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy
in mid-November. The report said it would cost
about $3.5 million to bring university employes'
salaries up to the 40th percentile for all
institutions in the country.
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The committee recommended three sources
for the $3.5 million, funding from the
legislature, "increased economies" throughout
the university and tuition hikes. The report also
called for immediate action in obtaining money
for salary increases.
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According to John M. Blake, UMO's vice
president for finance and administration, the
only immediate viable source of money was a
tuition hike. Blake was pessimistic about the
legislature giving any money and thought
UMO had already cut all the fat off the budget.
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Because of the immediate need of employe
salary raises, McCarthy considered a minimal
tuition hike of $25 for January. However, due to
the strong petition effort by student government and the work of Jim McGowan, student
government president, and Tim Dorr, chairperson of
Community Action Board, in
particular, the spring tuition hike was averted.
McGowan called for a long range tuition
policy in early November and McCarthy did the
same later in the month. The University of
Maine Organization of Student Governments
(UMOSG) submitted a draft report recommending a 20-40 per cent sliding scale tuition
level for in-state students and a 75-90 per cent
scale for out-of-staters. McCarthy named a
policy committee to report back to him with
their recommendations.
In December the Board of Trustees formulated the university's needs and asked the
legislature for $6.4 million in funding over what
the university was already getting. The $6.4
million was divided into requests for $1.7
million for salary and wage hikes, $3.7 million
for compensation and $1 million for inflationary
costs.
The General Student Senate was also busy in
other matters as they agreed to fund the Maine
Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) for the
rest of the school year. PIRG wasn't getting
enough funding from the voluntary contributions system and requested student funding.

UMO's student government also signed an
$8,000 contract with attorney Russell B.
Christensen for the 1975-76 school year in
December. The contract requires Christensen
to provide 35 hours a week of legal services for
UMO students.

Holm and the death of Dr. Hans Weisz,
assistant director of medical services at Cutler
Health Center.
Fitzgerald was Neville's right hand man and
special assistant. He left for the position of
Director of the Office of Policy and Operations
Analysis at the University of Kentucky in
Lexington for "a 30 per cent increase in
compensation benefits."

The Second Century Fund got quite a boost
in December when President Howard R.
Neville announced a $400,000 gift for the multipurpose arena. At the time Neville said he
couldn't name the donator, but in the spring
semester we found out Harold A. Alfond,
owner of the Dexter Shoe Company, was the
contributor. The sports arena will now be
named the Harold Alfond Sports Arena and
ground will be broken today for this building.
Neville also said in December that a $750,000
naming gift for the performing arts center was
being negotiated.

Holm was the director of university relations
at the Chancellor's office. She has been
planning her resignation for 10 months after
the chancellor's office moved from Portland to
Bangor.
In the middle of November, UMO students
received some good news from the University
Bookstore. Thomas P. Cole announced a 10 per
cent discount on books bought at the textbook
annex begining Dec. 15 through the spring
semester. Cole said the discount was possible
because of high bookstore profits in 1974-75
and similar profits expected for this school
year.
However, by Jan. 5, only 21 days into the
discount, the 10 per cent discount was called
off. Cole said in January a $49,000 accounting
error in last July's inventory, a machine error,
caused profits to drop considerably. Thus the
bookstore didn't offer any textbook discount
when students arrived for the second semester.
They could have saved $35,000 with the 10 per
cent discount, Cole predicted.

Neville also produced a "white paper" in
December on UMO's graduate program. The
report contained guidelines for the next five
years for the graduate program. Neville said
changes in the program would include a 15-20
per cent cutback of the 90 subjects in which
MA's and PhD's are given. The report also
called for the eventual cancellation of any
graduate program with less than five students
in it, a ceiling on the number of graduate
enrollments of between 7-10 per cent of the
entire enrollment by 1980, and an effort to
enroll a higher caliber of graduate student.
Neville also named Roderick Forsgren acting
dean of the Graduate School.
November and December also brought the
resignations of Dr. Peter Fitzgerald and Sally
-ow
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The end of the semester found Kent Coffin
still in his room in Somerset Hall but the
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budget and tuition battles
university went to court to seek a temporary
injunction order removing Coffin from his
room in Somerset and sending him to another
dorm on campus. Coffin was represented by
Russ Christensen, the lawyer hired by the
student government. George M. Shur, the
university's lawyer, had received a hearing
date of Dec. 3 for the temporary injunction but
Christensen argued he didn't have enough time
to prepare a defense and the preliminary
hearing was rescheduled for Jan. 16, allowing
Coffin to remain in his room through finals.
In December, audiences packed Hauck
Auditorium to see Arthur Miller's "Death of a
Salesman" presented by Maine Masque. Jeri
Colpitts' performance as Willie Loman and
Linda Fowler as Linda Loman received
outstanding reviews.
The New Riders of the Purple Sage and The
90th Century Music Ensemble appeared before
UMO audiences in November as did the Eric
Hawkins Dance Co.
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William Kunstler, acitivist lawyer, was
brought here by the Distinguished Lecture
Series, and Marshall Dodge did his "Bert and
I" routine in an overflowing Hauck Auditorium.
The IDB Fall Frolic Weekend and the annual
Crafts Fair in the union also attracted many
UMO students, and Mr. Big's on Park St.
opened in December as the Woodshed.
The biggest sports story and mild surprise
was the resignation of Walt Abbott as head
football coach in early December. Abbott
guided Maine to a Yankee Conference
championship tie in 1974 despite a 4-6 record,
but this year's squad was only 1-4 in the YC
despite an indentical 4-6 record.

game. They followed this with a 106-101 loss to
UMass. Maine was only down by three with a
minute left in the game when Warner fouled
out. Both he and Wholey hit for 32 points.
However, the team came back to nip Rhode
Island 73-71 in a game where UMO took 19 foul
shots in the "Pit" to URI's one. Warner's 25
points and 15 rebounds and Lapham's 20 points
led the club.

and lost to Springfield 1-0 in the regional
championships at UMass before finals. Lyn
Shostack's four goals and two each by Jane
Woodbrey and Paula Noyes paced the team.

Both the men's and women's swim teams
started out strong with easy wins over the
University of New Brunswick and UNH. The
men's team also beat Canada's Pointe Claire
;Swim Club 57-56. Freshman Jim Smorgiewicz
and Julie Woodcock started the season by
setting new school records. Denise Small also
broke two records for the women.
The women's field hockey team beat Oneonta
and Cortland St. of New York, tied UMass 1-1

The cross country team finished the season
with a dual record meet of 6-6 and finished
fourth in the conference meet at UMass. They
also finished 13th in the New Englands at
Franklin Park, Boston, in December and eighth
in the IC4A's in New York City in the ECAC
college division. The winter track team opened
up its season with an 83-29 rout over UNH.
The women's volleyball team finished the
season with an 18-2 record. They won the state
championship with wins over UMF, UMPI and
Bates. And Maine's co-ed rifle team posted a
7-1 mark through December taking the top spot
among New England teams.

**************** ****
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Abbott was 2-1 in his last three games in
November. UMO easily beat Southern Connecticut 33-0 at home as Jed Palmucci ran back a
kickoff 65 yards and a punt 36 yards to set up
scores. Quarterback Butch Emerson threw two
touchdown passes, one to Mike O'Day for 26
yards and the other to John Dumont for 22
yards.
The next week the team was ruined by a
superior Delaware team 35-9. Jack Leggett set
a school record in this game with a 52 yard field
goal. His 49 yarder just missed, hitting the
Emerson ran for a 63 yard
goal post.
touchdown for Maine's only other score.

Z'a•

In their final game at Northeastern in Boston
the Black Bears won 2-0, as Dave Smith blocked
a NU punt and followed it out of the end zone
for a safety. Fullback Jim Dumont ran for 109
yards in 21 carries as the team's offensive star.
Basketball started on an impressive note.
UMO with five freshmen won four of its first six
games including an exhibition 78-69 win over
St. Mary's of Halifax, Nova Scotia. Bob Warner
hit for 32 points in this win. Transfer Paul
Wholey scored 17 and freshman Kevin Nelson
contributed 13. Through the continued fine play
of Bob Warner the emergence of a Yankee
Conference star in Paul Wholey and solid
contributions from freshmen, UMO almost won
its first five conference games. They easily beat
BU in their YC opener 102-86 through a second
half surge led by Warner, Wholey and three
freshmen, Brian Butterfield, Kevin Nelson and
Roger Lapham. Warner pumped in 32 points M
this game also.
They split their next two games with
Vermont 79-72 a win, and an 108-84 loss, the
next afternoon. Wholey emerged as a star
scorer with 27 points in the second Vermont
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'Hell' o
for the
GRADUATE!

Spring celebrated at choral concert
The wondrous season of spring vi‘ as
lebrated when the university choral
oups performed for approximately 350
,.ople in Hauck Auditorium Tuesday

"Great and Glorious", a strong piece with
a loud male sound. This was particularly
unusual and pleasant for a chorus of this
si/e.

The program began with the Olde Maine
singers performing five selections. Acording to Kerry Dyer. a member of the
2roup. the Olde Maine Singers were
xeviously called the Chamber Singers.
I he group's name was changed this year
iccatisc their new conductor. Karen S.
Cowman. wanted the group to assume a
new. more modern image. This new image
,vas reflected in their music.

The group's performance was highlighted by a vivacious selection entitled.
"Soon—Ah Will be Done". William L.
,Dawson speaks of being done with the
troubles at the world.

their performance was highlighted by
rois Chansons." a technically difficult
and beautifully-done piece by Claude
Debussy.

"Antiphona de Morte.•• an upsetting
piece by Barne Slogedal. dealt with the
bitterness of death and seemed to dissent
from the prevailing light tone of the
concert.

"Padcllin' Madeline". a fun, old-fashioned tune, was also enthusiastically
performed by the group. According to Dyer
this could be called the theme song of the
group.

The two Brahms pieces which immediately followed dealt again with the earlier
themes of loves and the splendor of
springtime.

The Anita Kerr arrangement of "Blue%cite" suggested light movement and a
spirit of spriagtime in the group.
The University Chorus performed next.
beginning with Fran7 Joseph Haydn's

After a lengthy intermission. the University Singers opened with a gay, cheerful
barn dance tune by Aaron Copland called.
"Stomp Your Foot".

The University Singers received tremendous applaud as they performed the
"Wedding Cantata". by Daniel Pinkham.
This beautiful piece originated with the
Songs of Soloman from the Bible. The

BY ELI,

piano accompaniment was especially effective.
After a standing ovation, the University
Singers concluded the program with.
"Shepherd. Me. Lord."

THE

The program was sponsored by the UMU
Department of Music.
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Frank Tibbetts
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'Hell' or `Help' Week?

Fraternity initiations still lively but quieter
BY ELIZABETH BUTTERFIELD

Have your ever stood under a fire escape
and opened your mouth to let a raw egg
slip down your throat?
Or have you ever played hockey when
vou were the stick?
Ten of the 17 fraternities on campus still
have so-called "Hell Week." which varies
in duration and intensity. One fraternity
still requires that pledges swallow gold
fish.
On a scale from one(being the easiest) to
ten (being the most personally demeaning)
three of the ten fraternities rated their Hell
Week a seven.
What is the purpose of Hell Week and
N% h in hell do people join fraternities that
hase them?
James Gallagher. associate professor of
sociology, said it has been determined that
"the greater the cost in getting something,
the better and stronger the identity.— He
also added "mystification is a great way of
keeping an organization going."
Leaders of that trio of seven-rated
fraternities contend "It weeds out the
riff raff, and we feel much stronger toward
the house and each other by being put
through so much shit."
If one can go through Hell Week one
can go through living in the house." said
one officer.
Some fraternity men said they joined
because of the guys in the house, the better
food and the social life.
Although these three fraternities expect
their "Hell Week" to turn into "Help
Week" within the next 10 to 20 years. they
bdie‘e their Hell Week will be tougher
o% et- the next three or four years. "because
ot th,_' traditionalists in the house."
I hc reason they expect the change to
liclp Week is "because pledges won't
a,,ept the crap they has e to take—they're
too independent."
spokesman from one of these three
houses admitted "some people stay away
because they know hov. bad our Hell Week
is." This same person also said. "it's not
definitely one week. It depends on how the
pledges react. It could be one month...
Of the other seven fraternities that have
Hell Week one has a Hell Week-End and
seseral have replaced the old Hell Week
ssith a new program.
Members say they still do basically the
same things they did during the old Hell
Week, but with a different attitude. It
pros ides for a good time on both sides.
One spokesman called it "a funhouse.
sheer insanity—whatever you don't expect
to happen, happens."
However, one fraternity said four years
ago they did nothing in terms of Hell Week
and the result was a less united group of
brothers.

The ten Hell Week and five Help Week
fraternities don't let their pledges get
much sleep. Both also mention having
"working paddles" and physical training
at 5 a.m.
The pledges of the five Help Week
fraternities do projects around the house.
Familiarize themselves with the everyday
routine of living in the house, and ans% er
the phones to get to know the brother's
names.
One spokesman said the purpose of their
Help Week was to "unify the pledge class
but not to have them on their guard."
Another said he felt a house needed a
Help Week where the pledges lived in
because "it's one thing visiting a house
and another living there." He also
admitted "our Help Week is no heaven."
Although some of these spokesmen said
it took a great effort to change. they hay e
had the best groups emerge from under the
new programs.
The work on the premise that "you
can't treat someone like an inferior slave
one day and the next day call him
Brother.''
Dean William Lucy. advisor to the
University of Maine Fraternity Board.
agrees. "Hell Week is unproductive,
foolish and downright dangerous. You lose
more people than you gain. It's a thing of
the past." he said.
He feels nes% members should be treated
special instead of like second-class associates.
"It's the total experience rather than
just the one week." he said. "If it is a
positise experience it will he a lasting
relationship.''
One Help Week participant said. "If a
pledge class does a lot, then it really
doesn't need a Hell or Help Week." Such
is the case with the two fraternities on
campus that practice neither Hell Week
nor Help Week. Both has(' been called
hoarding houses "ss here all you get is a
cold shosser and a handshake and you're
in.'•
Their reason: "One week doesn't prose
anything you could fake it for a week if you
really vv ant to join, you'll show that by
working continously."
A spokesman from one "boarding —
house said pledges do a little more than the
brothers. His house also participates in
"bags" where the pledges kidnap and
abandon a brother. But they are limited to
a 50-mile radius of the fraternity and to a
one mile radius of a pay phone
As for accidents due to Hell Week and
Help Week, Dr. Robert Graves. director of
the Cutler Health Center. said "It's not a
problem anymore."
Wes Jordan. the head athletic trainer,
remembers ten years ago when "it was not

827-2335
827-5286

School Buses
Charter Buses
Bus Rental
Bus Sales

John T.Cyr dc Sons,Inc.
P.O.Box 368
Old Town,Maine04468
For your comfort & convenience
NOW AVAILABLE
Air Conditioned - Restroom Equipped
Intrastate Coach far Tour & Charter
mom\

uncommon to see blisters and black and
blue skin due to paddling."
He said he sees no evidence of injury
no. but he notices the effects of no sleeq
on athlete's going through Hell Week. In
most cases he said "the athlete doesn't
gise up the fraternity and suffers through
the season."
He also recalled a problem in 1960 when •
a quarterback couldn't play because he got
laryngitis from reciting his fraternity's

Applications are
now available
for

Editor
and

Business
Manager
of the

fitB

Phone 827-3485

Salaried positions
Election:
May 14, 1976
Application
deadline

Marilyn
BEAUTY SHOP
290 Center St.
Old Town, Maine 04468
g
Marilyn Hoxie - Owner
Always First in Fashions

May 12, 1976

PememLaer Vtorn!
With flowers
from the
greenthumb people

11V Clatiklikrist
Tel, 866-2100
46 Main Stre-t Orono

BOATING BONANZ
—Crestliner

Et•inrude Motors
Browing. Boats Istri Canoes
Special Prices during May
Top Quality Products & Serrice

THORNTON'S SPORT
SHOP
Main Rd

Milford 827-4796
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tainment
FRiDAY
MOVIE "Camelot" with Richard Harris
and Vanessa Reclgrave. Hauck Auditorium.
7 & 10 p m
COFFEEHOUSE. with David Mallett.
Wells Lounge. 8-12 p m

Doug Phelps, a leader in collective bargaining and
student unionism movements, will speak on "Unionism,
the Student Movement in the 1970's- tonight at 7 p.m. in
the North Lown Room of the Memorial Union.
Phelps will also consult with student government
leaders about working towards student unionism at UMO.
Saturday. Phelps will conduct two workshops in the
Hamm Room on the third floor of the Union. The topic of
the first workshop, from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., is
"Collective. Bargaining and Student Unionism: Why?"
and the second workshop will discuss "Collective
Bargaining and Student Unionism: How?" from 2:30-5
p
The program is being sponsored by the Community
Action Board. General Student Senate, Graduate Student
Board, and the Off-Campus Board.

The University of Maine Horseman's Club will hold
their Ninth Annual Horse Show at Bass Park in Bangor
May 8-9. The show will begin at 9:30 a.m both days.
Cindy Foote. newly-elected Queen of the Horseman's
Club Show, said she expects horses from all over New
England. New York, New Jersey and Canada to compete
for trophies and ribbons in the show.
Admission is free, and the Maine Animal Club will
provide refreshments.
Three UMO students have been awarded $1.000 each
for their creative writing entries in an annual competition
at the Orono campus. Funds for the scholarships come
from the Steve Grady Perpetual Memorial Endowment
Fund for Creative Writing established by UMO alumnus
Roy J. Gavin.
The scholarships this year were awarded to William B.
O'Neal Ill of Old Town, a master's candidate in zoology:
Raymond X. Welch of North Grafton, Mass., a junior
English major: and Michael T. Simpson of Bangor, a
master's candidate in English. The selection committee
also chose five entries for honorable mention because of
the general excellence of the portfolios submitted this
year. They are Kathryn Belyea of East Holden, John
Daigle of Old Town. Thomas Brooks of Milbridge. Ralph
Whedon of Stillwater and Lester Picker of Thomaston.
Members of the selection committee are Dr. Robert
Hunting, English professor, Marshall Stone, managing
editor of the Bangor Daily News, and journalism Prof.
Brooks Hamilton.
UMO has received two National Science Foundation
grants that will permit talented undergraduate students to
participate in research and independent study for a 10-12
week period this summer.
The grants include $13,280 to allow up to eight students
to participate in research projects spanning all the
engineering disciplines and $9,000 to permit as many as
five students to select research in physics.
Those selected for research in the engineering
disciplines will choose from such energy-related areas as
wood usage, anti-pollution, solar cells and solar heat
research. Those participating in the physics area research
will select from such study projects as sonic and ultrasonic
systems, liquid crystals, cloud physics, magnetic
resonance and studies related to nuclear power reactors.
Applications to participate in the NSF Undergraduate
Research Participation Program should be received prior
to April 20 and applicants will be notified by the end of
April. according to the project directors. No tuition or fees
will be charged to the participants.

SATURDAY
AN EVENING OF BALLET Maine State
Ballet, Hauck Auditorium, 8 p.m.
FIRST TWO ARE
RUSSIAN PARTY: with food, music.
dancing. Sponsored by Friends of Kiel.
Estabrooke Hall, 7 30 p.m
MUSIC Kennebec Valley Boys. Damn
Yankee, 1-5 p.m Pub will be open
MONDAY
MUSIC Oratorio Society and Orchestra
featuring Poulenc•s ''Gloria'' Ludlow
Hallman. conductor. Hauck Auditorium,
815 p.m
TUESDAY
MUSIC Choral Sampler II with student
choral conductors. Methodist Church. 8'15
m
WEDNESDAY
MOVIE 'Jason and the Argonaut". 7 and
9 15 130 Little Hall
STUDIO PRODUCTION "The Maids" by
Genet, Hauck Pit, 730 pm
THURSDAY
MOVIE "Jason and the Argonauts", 100
Nutting Hall 7 and 915 pm
STUDIO PRODUCTION "Spoon River
Anthology" Hauck Pit 7.30 p m

Events
SATURDAY
HORSE SHOW Ninth Annual Horseman's
Bangor, 9 30 a m
Park.
Show, Bass
RAM'S HORN COFFEEHOUSE REOPENS. Grove St . Orono
SUNDAY
HORSE SHOW Ninth Annual Horseman's
Show. Bass Park. Bangor. 9 30 a m
EDUCATION EXCHANGE Folk Dancing,
No Lown Room Memorial Union, 7 p m
MONDAY
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING Support
group for single parents. Women's
Resource Center. BCC, 7 30 p.m Child
care provided
TUESDAY
SERIES
DISTINGUISHED LECTURE
Shana Alexander, Memorial Gym. 8 p m
MEETING Maine Peace Action Committee. The Maples. 7 p m
ROBERT
FOR
MASS
MEMORIAL
GALLAGHER Newman Center, 4 30 p.m
WEDNESDAY
EDUCATION EXCHANGE. Golf, Memorial Gym. 3 p m
AGAPE MEAL' Using menus from Diet for
a Small Planet. MCA Center. 6 p m.
THURSDAY
EDUCATION EXCHANGE Tennis. Gym
Courts. 3 p.m
FORTNIGHTLY FORUM MCA Center. 7
pm

Classified
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Dining Hall Menu
SUNDAY, MAY 9
LUNCH—Minestrone Soup; Pancakes
w. Syrup & Sauces. Sausage or Grilled Egg
Salad Roll. Shredded Lettuce w/Tomato,
Sliced Pears, Cookies: Ice Cream, Sherbert
SUPPER—Cider, Baked Ham w/Pineapple Sauce or Corn & Rice au Grata..
Whipped Potato. Cabbage. French Green
Beans, Black Raspberry Ice Cream, Peach
Halves, Sherbert

MONDAY. MAY 10
LUNCH—Cream of Tomato Soup, Hot
Pastrami on Rye or White Bread or Fruit
Salad Plate, Green Salad: Vegetable Cole
Slaw: Butterscotch Chip Cookies: Apple:
Ice Cream: Sherbert

Pole Vault: Pa
hale (Bow) H—
Triple Jump I
(Bowl. Silverma
Shot Leavitt
McCabe (Bow)
Hammer' Ceti
Leavitt (Bow) C

SUPPER—Roast Beet au Jus or Tuna
Noodle Casserole, Baked Potato Parslied
Carrots Green Peas Tossed Salad, Boston
Cream Pie, Fruit Cocktail Ice Cream
Sherbert

TUESDAY, MAY 11
LUNCH—Beef & Barley Soup. Roman
Bun or Fishburger & Roll. Potato Chips.
Molded Fruit Salad. Lettuce Wedge. Baked
Grapenut Custard, Half Grapefruit, Ice
Cream, Sherbert

After just
very precari
Maine. Bat
and two po
The char
2$ • mile an
the outstant
LaFlamme.
great longes erpresent
LaRamme
and Fred Ca
courageous
The win r
return. who
hy Achilles I
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880Brust raol

Cookies, Orange. Ice Cream, Sherbert
SUPPER—Roast Pork. Chow Mem, Rice;
Parslied Potato. Spinach. Harvard Beets:
Tossed Salad. Brown Derby Pie, Apricots:
Ice Cream. Shetbert

Coumbe lBa), 1
440 Hurdles
(Bowl Thurstor
220 Richard(
Oiguere IM) T3-mile LaFlai
Kane 1M). T-1

tv•Le Relay
Cam:rter, Gott)

Patty.
Hamburg
SUPPER—Large
Chicken Salad or Ham Salad, French Fries:
Green
W K Corm. Stewed Tomatoes,
Salad. Peach Melba Square a la Mode,
Pineapple Chunks; Ice Cream; Sherbert

FRIDAY. MAY 14
LUNCH—Vegetable Soup; American
Chop Suey or Salad Plate. Peach & Cottage
cheese Salad: Shredded Lettuce, Celery &
Radish Salad: French Bread: Chewy Nut
Bar. Apple: Ice Cream: Sherbert

WEDNESDAY. MAY 12
LUNCH—Cream of Broccoli Soup:
Grilled Frankfurts & Rolls or Chili Con
Carne. Potato Salad. Chocoscotch Crisp;
Banana, Ice Cream. Sherbert

SUPPER—Pizza or Breaded Haddock,
Potato Puffs: Cut Green Beans: Julienne
Carrots: Green Salad: Ice Cream: Fruit:
Sherbert

wilndiv
Pie
SUPPER—Chicken
Pastry Topping or Fried Shrimp, Whopped
Potato, Broccoli Spears. Squash. Shredded
Lettuce Carrot Cake wICream Cheese
Icing. Sliced Pears, Ice Cream, Sherbert

SATURDAY. MAY 15
LUNCH—French Onion Soup: Beef Stew
or Scrambled Eggs & Bacon; French Fries:
Cole Slaw, Whole Wheat Rolls, Ice Cream
Cones. Fruit Cup. Sherbert

THURSDAY, MAY 13
LUNCH—Chicken Gumbo Soup. Hot
Meat Sandwich w /Gravy or Cheese
Omelet. Cabbage. Pineapply & Marshmallow Salad, Green Salad, Almond

SUPPER—Chicken Cutlet w/Gravy of
Frankfurts,
Beans, Steamed
Baked
GobbetIes. Peas
Whipped Potatoes
Tossed Salad. Macaroon Brownie Orange.
Ice Cream Sherbert

Long JJrnp
iRovi Otterson
44.0 Relay
Strang) Maine.
Discus Cedro
Rcbeit's iBow)
Ja.e..n Olser
.M , 0-191-2
M [e LaFtam
LaCrance (M)
H.gh Jump I
iMi Hinckley 0
440 Dash Sr
(MI TIT McLean
im, T

Try
the
cool
Enjoy this great new drink from Mexico!
We're passing along the recipe used by Mexico City's
famed Las Piramides bar. The secret is in the way these
two great liquors blend so well with orange juice. Try
one, there's nothing
like it. Caramba!

Ninny

Mal Sa
WANTED Complete set of the Maine
Campus for the Fall Semester 1975 and the
Spring Semester 1976 $5 for a semester
set See BB, 106 Lord Hall
SUMMER
APPRENTICE
(FEMALE)
WANTED Organic farm, worked with
draft horses, includes cattle. goats. hogs,
and poultry Learn gardening, animal care,
and food storage in exchange for room and
board 581-7379 or 948-2549 .
WILL DO TYPING $ 75 per page Call
866-3138

Personal
LOST—REWARD My Irish Setter puppy,
a 6 mo . red male, has been missing since
last Thursday Answers to DENVER' AND
HAS NO COLLAR OR TAGS He's missed
barfly, So if you see him. or know of his
whereabouts. Call Steve at 866-4361

THE MI
RAYGI

1 oz Southern Comfort
oz tequila
Orange juice
Fill a highball glass with ice
cubes. Add the tequila and
Southern Comfort Fill with

OITOCIOIR

juice, stir and add a cherry.

You know it's got to be good . •

In Explicit

an it's made with

Southern (iontforr
MIKAN COMFORT C(JRPORAT1ON.100 PROOF 1.10UNR. ST TOU1S. MO 6313?

CI

AG.
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LaFlamme receires award

Bowdoin captures Me.Invitational; UMO 2nd
BY.GEO. ALMASI

Bowdoin tracksters demonstrating that
-strength in numbers" usually wins,
collected their third consecutive Maine
State Invitational track and field championship Wednesday. beating second/
2-531
/
2.
place Maine 721
The victory wasn't all that sweet,.
though. as Maine and Bates played nip and
tuck with the Polar Bears throughout the
wind chilled afternoon.
After just three events Bowdoin held a
very precarious 13-12 lead over bridesmaid
Maine. Bates and Colby followed with six
and two points respectively.
The championship. marred by gusty
25-f mile an hour winds nevertheless saw
the outstanding comeback of senior Gerry
LaFlamme. LaFlamme. one of UMO's
great long-distance runners ignored the
everpresent Jeff Sanborn (who kept behind
LaFlamme using him as a windbreaker)
and Fred Carey. both from Bowdoin. ran a
courageous 4.21.1 mile.
The win marks LaFlamme's triumphant
return, who has been severely hampered
by Achilles heel problems. The Haverhill.
Mass., native recently enjoyed his finest

Summary
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ench Fries:
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v /Gravy of
Frankfurts:
es; Peas:
oe; Orange;

Pole Vault: Pare)(C). Bernard (C). Brown (Ba). Little
hale (Bow) H-13-0
Triple Jump: Cochrane (MI. Richardson (C). McLean
(Bow). Silverman (C) D-46-4
Shot: Leavitt (Box). Cedrone (Ba). Sherrerd (M),
McCabe (Bow) D-50-10
Hammer: Cedrone (Bal. McCabe (Bow). Healey (C).
Leavitt (Bow) 0-185-5
88013rust (Bow). LaPann (Bow). L Campbell (M).
Coumbe (Eta), T-1.58.6
440 Hurdles: Getchell (Bowl. Christopher IC). Gray
(Bowl. Thurston (M), T-56.4
220 Richardson (C). Strang (Bow). Ufer (Bowl
Giguere (M) T-22 7
LaFlamme (M). Merrill (Ba). Seekins CM ,.
Kane (Mt. T-14:34.4
t‘,1,}e Relay
Maine (Stephenson, Fisher. L
Carn:Doell, Gott). Bownin. Colbyu, Bates T-3:29.6
Long Jump. Cochrane (M). McLean (Bow). Grab
ef,•••,• Otterson (Mi. D-21-2z3
440 Relay. Bowdain lCapasse. U)er. McLean
Stranqi Maine. Colby. Bates T-42.9
Discus Cedrone
Sherrerd (W. Leavitt (Bow,.
Pc.b.,-!s 'Bow) D-159-1(meet, field record)
Ja..e•in Olsen 'Bal. Martell Ml. Pare) (C). Haynes
NI 0-191-2
Mie LaFiame (Ml, Sanborn (Bow) Carey (Bowl.
LaChance (M) T-4:21
H.gri Jump: Bard39110 (Bai. Elwell (Eic,w). Share.,
iM kincidey (Mi. tied Finik (Bowl. H-6-2
440 Dash. Strang (Bova) Gott (MI Getchen
'ruc
OA) T-10 3
1 r)0, McLean Bo
We. Bow Fiqrardson Ci
tm,
Bardaglio iBat

run with a time of 4:07.6 (YanCon's at BosCedrone (pronounced Ci-dro-ne). took
Boss doin showed depth by placing in all DM
ton University last Saturday) eclipsing the first in the discus with a toss of 159-1 which
the javelin and the three-mile run.
old mark of 4:13.9 set by Daniel Rearick in 'bettered the meet record of 157 ft. 10 in.
Still. Coach Styna•s charges stayed close
1958.
set by Wood of Bates in '72. A second field
and after eight events, trailed by only five
LaFlamme came back later in the event. the Hammer, he won with a toss of
points-34 ' to 29 ' 2.
afternoon to win the grueling three-mile 185.5. Continuing his domination, a third
run with a time of 14:34.4
For his try. the shot-put. gave him a second place
outstanding performance he was awarded with a mark 50 ft. 41
/
2 in. behind the
the Alan Hillman award as the Champion- mammoth Dick Leavitt who holds the meet
ships top trackman.
record of 53 ft. 8 in. set last year at
Maine also benefitted by another Bowdoin.
Body & Fender Repairing
top-notch performance turned in by the
Maine needed more than 13 finishes as
Painting & Welding
reliable Dan Cochrane in the triple jump.
Gas,
Oil & Auto Accessories
Cochrane jumped a 46 ft. 4 in.. acknow324 N. Main
ledging him as Maine's best.
Old Town. Maine
The Canadian native helped Maine's
cause by winning the long jump with a leap
of 21-2 '4. Black Bear Brian Otterson took
!WV% 0-Tinel
HOWARD STURGEON. PROP.
a fourth. The host school took a fourth first
800-325-4867
in the mile relay as the formidable crew of
827-2400
thuTravel Charters
Tom Stephenson. Ed Gott. Larry Campbell. and Mark Fishey toured the oval in
3:29.6.
24 MR TEL 827-31350
Gott and Campbell added to their list of
SHOvvsi DÁiL Y
credentials with Gott earning a second in
11•04,00/ Ave /Gant liii/ua
7 00 7'. :9 30
the 440 dash and Campbell a third in the
880.
At times it looked like it might
In all. 13 Black Bear tracksters placed in
cost them their jobs,their reputations,
their individual events for the second place
total of 53
points.
and maybe even their lives.
Third place Bates finished with 39. The
Bobcat's mark was accentuated by the
sparkine performance of one Bob Cedorne.

OLD TOWN
BODY SHOP

ELITCPIE

1/21.r.

UNIVERSITY

•

REDFORD/HOFFMAN
"ALINE PRESIDENTS MEN"

Thibodeau's
Barber Shop

r

Two fine hair stylists

ro Ina

specializing in the
Roffler Sculptor
Kut

4:7

Trims
Shampoos
Shaves
Razor

35 N. MAIN ST,
OLD TOWN
appointments 827-5531
Arum
CORNER WILSON

&SBTRAEZEW
Brewer Cinema Center CINEMA
III

C3173

CINEMA II

CINEMA I

Nightly 7 & 8:45
Mat Sat. & Sun. 2p.m

Nightly 7 8 45
Mat Sat &Sun

Mel Brooks
Presents
CMS
rf.•
COLUMBIA PICTURiS ammo

illiONSMI in
ALISTAIR MACLEAN'S

TAXI
DENIER

1eSe
Try

WESTGATE CINEMA
UNION ST. BANGOR
942-8166

MSS

United
Artists

BANGOR CINEMA
MAIN ST. BANGOR

Nightly 7 8. 935 p m
Ma. Sat R Sun 2p M
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Mat Sat & Sun 2
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his horses . .
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but
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"DEATH
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BEST DIRECTOR
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Roberge, Fusulo stymie Husson;
Bear nine tackle Bowdoin today
The UMO Black Bears, behind the
superb pitching of Bert Roberge. Clubbed
the Husson Braves 10-0 at Bangor
Wednesday. boosting their record to 16-6.
Roberge pitched one of his finest games
in a Maine uniform allowing just three hits
and registering 10 strikeouts in seven
innings while UMO batters racked three
Husson pitchers for ten hits. The Braves
defense fell apart permitting five errors
and two wild pitches.
Fielding lapses allowed the Bears to
open the scoring with unearned runs in the
first inning and again in the fourth.
although Braves starter Dennis Wintle
held Maine to only two hits through the
fifth. Tony DiBiase started the sixth with
an opposite field single. Wintle fanned the
next batter before he injured his arm
andhad to leave the game. Maine then
jumped on the Husson relievers. Weeks

dr

and Tweedie, scoring four runs in the sixth
and four more in the top of the ninth.
Fred Fasulo came in in the eight to
relieve Roberge and held the Braves hitless
for the remainder of the game, while
striking out two and giving up only one
walk. The Bears play host to Bowdoin next
in a single game today at 2:30 p.m. and
then meet Bates and Husson in a twin bill
at Orono Saturday, the first game starting
at 1:00 p.m. Maine finishes up its 1976
season next week at home with three
games against non-conference schools.
Monday afternoon they meet Holy Cross
College. Then they play Boston College on
Wednesday and conclude with Colby
Saturday.

Zipper
Trouble?
We Can Help You
ANY
Zippers Replaced or Repaired
Zippers Made to Order

Camp ir tne Virgin slands Snorkeling Or
scuba in underv.ater gardens hilongin 6.100
acre V rgin Islands Nat,onal Park swim
-1 and sa.l.ng Completely equipped
If ;en! 563 weekly tor we Write
S

Cinnamon Bay Campground,
Virgin islands National Park Box 120
Cruz Bay St John USVI 00830

FRANNY'S SHOE SERVICE
119 South Main Street

Alan Sherred. Maine's steady shot-putter 3hows the form and
determination that earned him a third place behind mammoth Dick Leavitt of
Bowdoin and Bate's Bob Cedron. Bowdoin won the State Invitational for the
2-53 1/2. On May 15-16 the.
/
third straight time beating runner-up Maine 721
Black Bears travel to Boston College for the New Englands.

VINER MUSIC COMPANY -- BANGOR
.
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SAVE
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CO1
Pink roses! Green leaves!
Sculptured in 14K gold.
The colors?
Created by a manufacturer
so intent on quality
that he alloys his own metals...
Die-struck and forged quality...
to enhance and protect your precious gems.

Available now Special purchase of Scotch 90-minute
Low Noise/high Density cassettes Packaging is 3-in-a
bag. album storage boxes included

NoW3 for$499
Reg. 1.49 ea.

NOW
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$149
for
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20 Brood St., Bangor

46 Main Street
Bangor, Maine

Tel. 947-7314

947-6548
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